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Green roof strategy of Basel

Strategy: how to make it happen

• « conference of the parties »

• Research

• Building code, guidelines

• Education



How to make
it happen?
Campaigns

Legistlations

Basel: 1st Green roof campaign 1996-98
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Programs:
«The better flat roof 1» 
(1996/97)

«The better flat roof 2» 
(2006/07)

With 7.5 m2/inhabitant in 2019, the city 

of Basel in Switzerland has the largest 

area of green roofs per capita in the 

world (Living roofs and walls from policy 

to practice, 2019).

Initiatives aiming to increase the 

provision of green roofs in Basel were 

initially driven by energy-saving 

programmes, and subsequently by 

biodiversity conservation. The City of 

Basel has promoted green roofs via 

investment in incentive programmes, 

which provided subsidies for green roof 

installation (1996-1997 up to 20 CHF per 

m2, then 2005-2007 up to 30-40 CHF 

per m2, in the latter case only for 

retrofitting existing buildings). The 

programmes were funded from the 

Energy Saving Fund

https://livingroofs.org/
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Green roofs in building codes in Switzerland

In almost all Swiss cities > 50,000 
inhabitants, green roofs are 
mandatory for new buildings.

But the majority of small towns 
also have such regulations, and 
municipalities are gradually 
supplementing their zoning 
regulations accordingly.

In place of the former gravel roof, 
extensive green roofs have 
become the "state of the art" in 
roofing.
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Stakeholder Participation

The focus on green roofs was promoted by the researchers from the 
Zurich University of Applied Sciences (ZHAW) in Wädenswil, Switzerland, 
who worked to influence decision-makers in Basel to amend the building 
regulations and offer financial incentives to increase green roof coverage. 

Various stakeholders were involved: 

• the local business association, flat roof contractors

• the horticultural association

• Pro Natura (NGO)

• Basel environmental organization

• Department of Parks and Cemeteries in the City of Basel

Basel’s green roof regulations did not meet with any significant resistance 
because all stakeholders were involved in the process from the beginning, 
and due to the success of the incentive programs. 
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An important lesson is that in the urban context climate change adaptation can be 
compatible with mitigation; the case of Basel illustrates that adaptation can be driven by 
the actions aiming at energy saving and climate change mitigation. Such opportunities of 
utilising the existing and on-going urban and infrastructure developments driven by 
other goals for the purposes of adaptation should be sought and maximised in order to 
avoid maladaptation. Green roofs are an excellent example for this.

Masterplan Urban Climate
Test area 7: Impact analysis, optimized climate adaptation

Case study Masterplan Urban climate
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Biodiversity as a leading factor to promote green roofs in Basel

First installed green
roof as a «habitat
compensation»

1998: Records of red listed species Amara 
tibialis und Cicindella campestris





Herausforderung Gründach – Dr. Stephan Brenneisen 
ZHAW
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From an approach of 
horticultural construction 

and perspective to 
biodiversity aspects Typically extensive green roofs

cannot be seen from the public…





Green roof strategy of Basel

Green roof statistic

Basel

Total area 21’000’000 m2

Green roof area ~ 1’500’000 m2

Flat roof area ~ 3’000’000 m2

Inhabitants 200’000

Green roofs/inhabitant ~ 7.5 m2

Canton of Basel-Stadt



46% of flat roofs are green/vegetated



Fotos: Stephan Brenneisen

Differentiations in the 
subsoil in nature should 
be set up on the roof in 
the form of different 
layer thicknesses.

Biodiversity as a leading factor to promote green roofs in Basel
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Masterplan Urban Climate
Test area 7: Impact analysis, optimized
climate adaptation

Optimizing water cycles
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